Pro Skill

Development of a Skill Ecosystem
in the Visegrád Four Countries

The vision of PROSKILL is to combine fundamental engineering
skills with other soft skills to create unique, creative individuals

with critical thinking who are uniquely prepared to succeed in

technical business applications in their professional lives. As

ROADMAP

a result, the raw materials sector in Hungary, Poland, Slovakia
and Czech Republic will become a self-sustaining high-skill
ecosystem, one that once started will generate a positive,

mutually reinforcing dynamic. This process fuels innovation,
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JANUARY: Kick off Meeting
APRIL: Earth Day Event

JANUARY: Workshop ‘Effective ways
of mentoring and other best practices’

AUTUMN: Mentoring Programme

SEPTEMBER: European Minerals’
Day Event

conditions.

？

The employees of the future
will have to adapt to new
challenges and possess
multidisciplinary skills
They have to have in-depth
knowledge in one area, but
also be able to speak the
language of business and
social sides

DECEMBER: Final Conference

To implement it a pilot project is
launched with the direct and
active participation of colleges
for advanced studies

Ability to work outside of the core area

CROSS-DISCIPLINE COMPETENCIES / BROAD
Cognitive analytics
Creativity, sensitivity, logical
reasoning, curiosity, dynamism,
flexibility, resilience

Social skills

SEPTEMBER: European Researchers’
Night Event

In PROSKILL a skill
ecosystem strategy is
developed to reduce
the negative eﬀects of
skill problems

ability to efficiently network,
openness, negotiation

Content skills
Digital competencies, oral
expression, language skills

Process skills
critical thinking

WP 4 - Improve the education
landscape - reshaping of curricula

Functional area,
discipline or specialty

DEEP
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knowledge creation and adaptation to changing competitive

Complex problem
solving skills

Business and
management skills
people, time and resource management

WP 5 - Improving the professional life
inside the Colleges for Advanced
Studies with speciﬁc programs
WP 2 -

Dissemination &
Communication Plan

SKILL-ECOSYSTEM

It adresses both supply and demand sides of the skill equation

WP 3 - Building community among partners - development of a skill ecosystem

Follow us on social media
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